HBSP Hardstyle Vocal Pack Vol 1 - Lyrics
1. Universe
Ever since humanity has been on earth,
We have been fascinated by the biggest matter of existence
Many tried to solve this marvellous wonder,
Yet all of their efforts went in vain
For live is given to us by chance and not selection
So full and bound with joy
2. The music of Life
Hatred and anger drive this world,
Nations are fighting to maximize their power,
People are suffering in an endless hunt,
Yet a spark of faith rises amongst humanity.
An energy so powerful,
A language so connective,
That all of us can understand.
The power of harmony.

3. The power of memories
In a world of dissimilarity,
Divided by anger and driven by chaos,
There is a movement.
A will to bring back the long lost solidarity
One message, One sound, To unite us all
The power of memories
4. Dystopia
The world has changed
A sense of death and destruction dwells the earth,
Everything once loved, is now lost and forgotten
Hope for a miracle is fading away
The spirit of victory is dissolving,
Yet one last alliance of men rises,
To battle
The unknown
5. Swan Song
The bitter world is now falling apart,
Reality has shifted to the worse,
Only a few of us survived,
Cursed to sing our story through the ages,
Before the end of time comes,
This is our Swan Song

6. Technology
We live in an age of a mechanical marvel
Yet looking back thousands of years ago
We had already invented the most magnificent machinery
Technology evolved rapidly
Creating all the more fabulous wonders
Captivating our imagination in the most fascinating manner
We have discovered the edge of the inner space
And we can only wonder, how further we can go
Pre drop: A story without end
7. The Defilers
Ever since they set foot on earth
They spread fear and starvation
As they marched through these lands
Scorching cities and destroying civilizations
Hope was nowhere to be found
As mankind was headed towards extinction
The last few survivors sailed the sea on one last journey
To escape
and meet their fate
8. The Traveler
I’ve walked a thousand miles
And witnessed nature’s greatest marvels
I’ve seen cities burning down
And galaxies collide
I’ve heard bards telling secret stories
Under a mystic, red sky
I’ve faced swords and monsters
For my presence lies in the shadows
9. Hallucinations
Colors and shapes form before your eyes
You feel like you’re flying through the dimensions
Your skin stretches, your senses intensify
As you go deeper into this state of mind
You no longer have control of yourself
You become one with your environment
Τhe blood is rushing through your veins with force
As you finally reach the peak of the world
10. The Madness
Down he walks through hell’s gates
Bringing his darkest thoughts into life
With eyes shimmering of hatred
Haunting your dreams for an eternity
This is the story of the madness.

11. The temple of sins
Into the unholy shallow waters
From where the sinners have arose
Fire blazes the remainders of the lost ones
Who have sacrificed their soul
As the night unveils its shadow
And the dead come back to life
The sea turns into a dark red inferno
And the temple starts to shine
The temple of sings
12. Chosen
Around the dusty mountains
Where the mist unfolds its veil
The chosen ones praise the gods
As they prepare to fight the evil
Courageous and gifted
Relentless and unforgiving
It is them, who will decide the fate
Of our world
13. Ode to Hardstyle
An old legend tells the story of a bird
Which rose through its ashes
As it once died, so it was reborn
Ready to fly in the skies once more
Hence this music can speak to your soul
Taking you on the most spectacular journey
This is why you are part of this scene
The miracle, called Hardstyle.
14. Death of the Universe
Reality is shifting
Particles of this world collide with parallel universes
Time is distorted and nature’s laws abide no more
The sound of the cosmos has muted
The light of the stars has blurred the weakened
Our universe is sending out its dying outcry
For we are to exist no more

